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In celebrity news, Bradley Cooper‘s celebrity ex Jessica
Esposito, 45, reacted to a joke made at the American Sniper
star’s expense. According to UsMagazine.com, David Spade made
a comment about the NCIS actress’ former spouse following his
sultry 2019 Oscars performance with Lady Gaga, 32. The Rules
of Engagement alum, 54, captioned a shot of Cooper’s duet with
the pop superstar, “Is there any chance these 2 aren’t
f–king?” Esposito remarked with a simple, “Ha.” There’s been a
lot of speculation by fans about a romance between Bradley
Cooper, 44, and his A Star is Born co-star following their
Oscars performance on Sunday.

In celebrity news, Hollywood is
alight with rumors surrounding a
romance between Bradley Cooper and
Lady Gaga. What are some ways to
keep rumors from ruining your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Whether a rumor surrounding your relationship is true or not,
it can take a toll on both of you. Here are some ways to keep
rumors from ruining your relationship:

1. Surround yourself with people who support you: Your true
friends will stick by your side regardless of what’s being
said. Be sure to talk to them about your feelings and remember
that they care about you, even through the toughest of times.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Bradley Cooper & Irina Shayk
Have Discussed Marriage
2. Keep yourself busy: Make sure to keep up with your
activities and still give it your all at work. Showing people
that you’re staying strong, despite what’s being said about
your relationship, may put an end to the silly gossip.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Bradley Cooper & Irina
Shayk Make Red Carpet Debut
3. Talk to your partner: Your partner’s true colors will show
when there are rumors surrounding your relationship. If your
partner is supportive and you both know the truth of the
matter, stick together and be there for each other.
Can you think of some other ways to stop rumors from ruining
your relationship? Comment below.

